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You wrote: >>Mr. Dean:>>I am currently setting up our group list of public contacts to receive info. >via the 

Internet. You stated you would like to receive our information via the >Internet as well as regular mail. 

Unfortunately due to cost, this is an >either/or offer. Please inform me of your preference. Thank you.>>Eileen 

Sullivan>Ms Sullivan, As much as it pains me knowing there will be a delay in getting all information, please 

keep me on the regular mailing list. I want to continue to keep a complete, consistent looking record of all of 

your information from day one. I do not have a printer that will duplicate exactly what you have sent so far. 

Also, some of your major announcements have been showing up on my computer news service so I can still 

keep on the cutting edge of most major developments. Thank you for your offer and if any new high tech 

methods of communicating become available, i.e. web pages etc., please let me know and again thank you 

again for all of the important work the Board is doing. Rex Dean>To: Eileen_Sullivan @ jfk-arrb.gov @ 

Internet>cc: (bcc: Eileen Sullivan/ARRB)>From: rdeans @ ix.netcom.com (R Dean) @ Internet @ WORLDCOM 

>Date: 11/29/95 08:51:33 AM CST>Subject: Press releases via Internet>>Eileen,>> I would like to receive the 

information via E-Mail but also would >like to continue getting information by regular mail as well. Is this 

>possible? If not, then then please continue sending the regular >releases through the mail.> The ARRB has a 

very, very important job to do and they seem to >carrying out their duties in an exemplary manner. > I was 

particulary interested in the last release in which the >Board requested original photographs and movies of 

the the event. With >the appearance of the latest film it would not surprise me at all if >something surfaced in 

the near future. I wish there was a way to get >the word out better but I do feel confident the researchers will 

pass >the word around and it might help to reach the appropriate people. > A fellow researcher who is into 

photographic documentation told me >one day that we have only half of the pictures that were being shot in 

>Dealy Plaza that day.> Again, thank you for what the ARRB is doing to gather and release >all of this 

information.>>Rex Dean>3553 Altamont Drive>Carmichael, CA 95608>(916) 944-8571 > >>
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